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What is it? 

Alphacool VPP755 

Highlights 

The Alphacool VPP755 is a completely new development and fully compatible with all Laing D5 pump 

tops. It offers, compared to a classic D5 pump, more performance at a significantly reduced noise level. 

Unique is the possibility to control the pump parallel via the PWM connection and the potentiometer. 

- More powerful than standard D5 pumps 

- Adjustable via potentiometer and PWM 

- Quieter than a standard D5 pump 

- Maximum speed when starting the pump, for a safe start of the pump 
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Scope of delivery  

1 pcs O-ring 

 
 

Technical datas VPP 755 V.2/V.3  

W x D x H  60 x 60 x 53,5 mm 

Colore grey anodized 

Net weight 267 g 

Max working temperature 60 °C 

Material axis Ceramic 

Material pumpe plastic 

Material pump top Aluminium 

Power consumption 14 W 

Voltage 12V DC 

Control range 8 - 13 V DC 

Power connection 4-Pin Molex 

Control Potentiometer und 4-Pin PWM 

Head pressure 4 m 

Max flow 350 l/h 

Product pics Download  https://www.alphacool.com/

download/1012423_Alphacool_VPP755_product_pics.zip 

Manual Download  http://www.alphacool.com/download/VPP%20755.pdf 
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Article text 

The new Alphacool Eispump VPP755 - Single Edition V.3 takes your system to the next level of evolution 

in pump technology. 

 

More power - lower consumption 

Thanks to the ceramic axle, the Alphacool VPP755 Eispump is smoother to run. The external motor coils 

also ensure greater stability and less vibration. Thanks to the delivery height of 4.25m, the Alphacool 

VPP755 Eispump delivers more power than its predecessor. Enjoy full power at half power consumption. 

 

5 control levels - it's your choice 

Alphacool gives you many possibilities to control your Alphacool Eispump VPP755. Control it classically 

via PWM or by using the manual rotary switch directly on the pump. You can set your preferred speed 

directly via the 5 levels. Use the unique interaction of the manual adjustment possibilities when combining 

them with the PWM control. Create perfect flow through accurate settings! 

 

Facelift for your system 

Decide for yourself what has priority in your system, because the Alphacool VPP755 Eispumpe is shorter 

than the classic D5 pump and the high-quality aluminium housing makes your system a visual highlight. 

Combine your Alphacool Eispump VPP755 with the Alphacool Eisvover V.3 and make your hardware look 

even more elegant or illuminate it in the strongest colours. 

Other datas  

Article number Alphacool  13294 

EAN code 4250197132947 

PU 1 

dimensions PU BxTxH /  9,3 x 7,5 x 7,5 cm 

weight  314 

Customs code  84733080000 


